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Mud. Yep, Mud.

LEICESTER, England —
Sometimes a winning idea is less of a spark
than a splat. So it
is in the case of Jonathon
Fagan. Fagan is on
the dull edge of e-commerce
: He peddles
various grades and weight
s of mud on his
Web site (pileofmud.com
). Aside from the
assortment of mud availab
le, he offers
T-shirts (some entirely una
dorned), mugs,
mouse pads, yeast extract,
and caber-tossing
kits. (Caber tossing is a Sco
ttish sport that
has to do with throwing tree
trunks.) Or you
can visit the site to nominat
e a mud-slinging
celebrity for this month’s
pile-of-mud tribute, or to read an intervie
w with Agnes the
octogenarian mud wrestle
r, who gives new
meaning to dirty.
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The Profit of Punch
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TOKYO, Japan — Think your clients are abusive? You
don’t know what abusive is, punk. Jun Sato knows.
Getting beat up is what he does for a living. That’s right,
Sato is a human punching bag. Professionally. He wanders the streets searching out clients: People pay him $10
for three minutes of punching. Sato, who wears protective head and stomach gear, says that the fear of bullies
that drove him out of high school is long gone. In fact,
now he likes being punched. Well, they say you ought to
love your work.
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